Dear Praying Friends & Supporters,
So many of you are asking how we are doing. Thank you for your love
and your care for us. Here is our latest update.
To help keep things in perspective, Spain is roughly the size of the
state of Texas. As of this morning, Spain has 94,417 infected. Of those,
19,259 have recovered, and 8,269 have died. 913 souls went into eternity
just yesterday. This means that every two minutes, someone in Spain died
yesterday from Covid-19. Ice skating rinks are being used as morgues,
cremation cannot be done quick enough so the bodies are being transported
to different counties and provinces, and most family members don’t get to
say goodbye to loved ones.
This is such a difficult time for most as there is so much uncertainty.  
We received news today of the increase in death by suicide because of the
desperate spiritual or mental darkness many find themselves in.   We are
officially on day eighteen of the quarantine.  The boys go about their daily
routine of online schooling offered by their school. We are continuing our
ministry service hours, just in different ways. We are not allowed to leave our
home unless it is to purchase essentials like food or medicine or to go to the
hospital. If we do, we run the risk of being fined and repeat offenders have
been imprisoned.
We are thankful for many things during this grim time in our history.
We are thankful for each other.  We are in a confined space, but we have
each other. Many in Spain can no longer say that. We are thankful for our
home. We have outdoor space. Many Spaniards do not have this luxury.
They live in an apartment. Some have balconies, some have terraces, but
many just have their windows. We have a dog. Thank God for our dog!
One person is allowed to take the dog for a walk. We are thankful for our
church. Through this time our church has come together and has supported
each other in a Christlike and loving way. This is a time of uncertainty for all
of us and yet we are thankful for the way the Lord is growing our faith and
dependency on Him. We are thankful for you. For your friendship, your love,
and your concern for us.
In the midst of all of this we are thankful for rebirth. Ninety-two-yearold Jose trusted Jesus as his only Lord and Savior after several decades of
his family praying for his salvation. We are thankful for Jesus, who is our
hope.
Thank you all for your faithfulness.
In His Service,

Justin Hayes
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